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Abstract

To design a CAD viewer on the Web, a file translation system which converts a native CAD file of a commercial
CAD to the simplified CAD file is required. However, commercial CAD viewers have used simplified geometric data
similar to the VRML format. Thus, it has been difficult to apply such data to the accurate design and dimension
examination procedures. In this paper, a STEP translation server supporting most CAD native formats is devised. To
apply the STEP file to the precise CAD viewer, an accurate geometric data extraction method from the STEP file is
studied. A STEP translator classifies and defines geometric shapes accordingto the boundary information.Viewingand
measurement functions of the developedsystem verify the geometries, interferences, dimensional errors, human factors,
and form errors of the CAD data. In addition, design modification messages are transferred through the markup
functions of the system. Collaborators are able to share their design ideas and opinions rapidly and remotely through
the XML (eXtensible Markup Language) open architecture. The effectiveness of the developed system is confirmed
through case studies.

Keywords: CAD native formats; Dimensional verification; Design verification; Standard for The Exchange of Product (STEP);
eXtensible Markup Language (XML)

1. Introduction

Most manufacturing companies are trying to
develop competitive products by improving quality,
shortening the time to market, and reducing pro
duction costs. Collaborators in product development

need to examine geometric forms and dimensions
during the design process, and verify the dimensional
errors of products during the fabrication process.
Therefore, the concept of remote design and manu
facture based on concurrent engineering is strongly

required in manufacturing processes.
Since CAD models do not contain or represent

final results required to design or fabricate a product,
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design examination and modification of the CAD
models should be performed occasionally during the

design process. These are performed through iterative

verification and modification by designers, clients,

manufacturing engineers, etc. They require close coo

peration of product developers, but such cooperation

is difficult for developers who are geographically

separated.
Due to the evolution of electronic verification tools

and the availability of the Internet as a medium for

sharing and distributing CAD models, collaborators

no longer need to be located in geographical proxi

mity. Furthermore, collaborators may resolve design

conflicts in the early design stage, which reduces the

lead-time of product development as well as the

manufacturing cost.
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There are many collaborative design and veri
fication systems. Huang et a1. (2002) developed a
standard Internet-based Design for X (DFX) shell that
provides a framework in which many types of DFX
tools are able to operate. Ahn et a1. (2002) proposed
an Internet-based CAD/CAM system for concurrent
engineering. A real-time collaborative system was
also developed for product design on the Internet
environment with VRML and Java applet (Kan et aI.,
200 I). In addition, several commercial Web-version
viewing tools have been developed, such as Spinfrre
of Actify corporation (2006) and VisView of UGS
corporation (2006). However, the commercial viewing
tools only offer simple and rough dimensional exami
nation functions. Moreover, as they do not support
neutral formats, these tools have difficulty connecting
the viewers to various CAD systems. To share and
view design ideas over the Internet, Pang and Wi
ttenbrik (1997) developed Cspray to enable distri
buted users to view data from independent or shared
camera positions. Another development offers asyn
chronous two-way communication and interactive 3D
views, along with a markup system for STEP data
(O'Grady et aI., 1998). However, this method uses
polygonized CAD models (VRML) to represent the
data format for visualization, and accurate dimen
sional information is impossible to obtain from the
VRML models.

In this paper, a collaborative Internet-based design
and dimension examination system is developed as
shown in Fig. 1. After designing a product on a spe
cific CAD system, designers register the CAD data to
the Web server. The integrated server then automa
tically translates the native CAD file into a STEP file,
and distributes the STEP file over the Internet. After
finishing the first registration procedure of the design,
remote collaborators, designers, clients, manufacturers,
and so on who are related to the development of a
new product are able to verify and confrrm the
geometric forms and dimensions of the design data on
the Internet.

In conventional Web-based design verification sys
tems, such as Spinfrre and VisView, CAD data are
translated into polygonized CAD models for the
design examination. In the polygonized CAD repre
sentation, the CAD model is represented with tri
angular patches. As information losses occur during
the translation process, native CAD files of various
CAD systems should be translated into STEP files
through a STEP translation server, and the STEP files

must be applied directly to the design verification
procedure. A STEP translator performs classification
and design of geometric shapes for the precision
design and dimension examination. The dimensional
examination and markup data are stored in XML
format to expand the information sharing capability
among multiple users. The proposed system is
executed on Internet Explorer without expensive
commercial CAD/CAM hardware or software.

Since the ActiveX-server architecture is used in the
system, no installation process is required and the
maintenance is very convenient. Moreover, collabo
rators are able to conduct the design and dimension
examination by using the Web-browser. This paper
also describes the design methodology of the dimen
sional verification functions and markup modules
applicable to the practical design examination. The
performance of the developed system is confirmed
and verified through case studies

2. System architecture

2.1 Overall structure

Figure I shows the structure of the proposed design
and dimension verification system. Several users are
accommodated simultaneously with the adoption of
the ActiveX-server architecture. The integrated server
consists of a.database server, a STEP translator and an
application server. The application server contains a
dimensional verification module, so that the client
software has the ability to access the server via the
Internet (Chung and Song, 2003). ActiveX controls
visualization of the STEP files, dimensional exami
nation, and markup results. The search, file upload,

Native Any~Y$tem

CAD IMtl';''':'·· Catia, Pro/Engineer,
Data J"''''
I~--"'f::~ _ Solidworks, etc.

InlTel Design Engineer

Des,," (,;;,; Integrated Server
Partner

~
Inspector

Group

Designer

Fig. I. Structure of the Web-based design and dimension
verification system.
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precision dimensional examination. This module has
an open architecture so that measurement functions
are easily incorporated into the system.

(4) The markup module, which manages annotation
texts and markup notations.

(5) The XML file saving module, which contains
both the markup and saving ftmctions.

Figure 2 shows the configuration of the developed
client ActiveX.

Client Computer --I

l3] iZli"'- ---,

~~v::..I;;-..te",~...~a...te..d..s...a...;'..~-;.....","""

rl"'~~~~~;;;=l I------~__ --_w~~ ~ro~;er 'I
i,,'. ,-" -(_~':,i~_L_~__~,' , AcllveX Control !.. --._... _ -. I JmPlemen,ted Technique !,

:i ActlveX . 3D VIewing: OpenGl I
ii Interface . Progr9mmtng: MFC i

Ii (YBSC~.\P\_t\), I l,mPlemented Modules I
"\ • STEP Data Tral"lSlator

• 3D Model Viewing Module
• Dimension Verification Module
• Markup Module

..... 1 . XMl FILE 'Mite Module

Drawings designed by various CAD systems are
stored as the native files of each CAD system. Nowa-

Fig. 2. Configuration of the client ActiveX for CAD data
verification.

3. Translation of native CAD data

Fig. 3. Architecture of the STEP translation server.

2.2 Significance ofimplemented techniques

Java is an ideal platform for network computing
environments. It enables the creation of platform
independent software tools, and its ready availability
enables users to load Java-based objects and link
them together to create full applications. However,
Java is unsuitable for developing full-scale CAD/
CAM applications. There are no native Java libraries
or APIs to support solid and geometric modeling or
other infrastructures needed for CAD/CAM systems
(Birngruber et a!., 1999).

Microsoft's ActiveX is a set of technologies that
enables software components to interact with one
another in a networked environment, regardless of the
language in which the components were created. An
ActiveX control is a user interface element created
with the ActiveX technology, which is also a tech
nology based on a component object model (COM).
COM is a type of software architecture that enables
applications to be built from binary software com
ponents. In addition, COM is the underlying architec
ture that forms the foundation for higher-level soft
ware services, such as those provided by OLE, a
technology for transferring and sharing information
among applications. The ActiveX controls are small,
fast, and powerful. and they make it easy to integrate
and reuse software components. As they have lots of
graphic libraries, they are more suitable than Java for
representing complex 3D features. In this paper, the
ActiveX technology is used to represent and verify
3D CAD data.

2.3 Structure ofthe clientActiveX

and user authentification ftmctions in the proposed
system are realized through Microsoft's Active Server
Page and Structured Query Language mechanisms.

Client ActiveX of the design and dimension veri
fication system is realized by using OpenGL and
VC++. It consists of the following five modules:

(I) The CAD data translation module, which ex
tracts features of the CAD/CAM system from the
neutral data in STEP format.

(2) The 3D viewing module, which is realized by
using the graphic libraries of Silicon Graphics for
CAD data visualization.

(3) The dimensional verification module, which
classifies the verification functions according to CAD
objects by characterizing geometric entities for high-
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Table I. Mapped entities: CATIA, ACIS and STEP. Advanced brep model

4. Geometric data extraction from STEP

STEP AP203 provides various models of expre
ssion for part geometry. The object of part geometry
in STEP AP203 indicates an appropriate expressive
object inherited from the object of the geometry
expression, where the practical geometry information
is linked to the object of the geometry expression. In
addition, the basic model, which is related to geo
metry and topology, is described in part 42 of the
EXPRESS language. There are three modes of geo
metry expression: the solid model, which is a boun
dary representation; the surface model; and the wire
frame model. The solid model is a type of geometry

days, several CAD systems are used to develop a pro
product. For example, CATIA is used to design car
bodies and Pro/Engineer is mainly used for the
powertrain design. However, CAD systems cannot
exchange native files with each other. In order to
resolve this problem, a translation server that converts
native files of various CAD systems into neutral files
is required.

Figure 3 shows the structure of the translation
server. Figure 3 CD shows native files produced from
several CAD systems. Figure 3 [2] represents the
InterOp Reader of Spatial Inc., which converts native
files into the ACIS kernel. Figure 3 [] shows the 3D
modeling ACIS kernel. Finally, Fig. 3 GIl represents
the InterOp STEP Writer module, which generates
STEP files through the ACIS kernel. All the processes
described so far are automatically managed through
the translation server. Various commercial CAD files
are converted into STEP files through the proposed
system. Table 1 shows the mapped entities of CATlA,
ACIS and STEP. The CATIA entities are mapped to
the ACIS kernel entities and then to the STEP entities
(Spatial, 2006; Comey and Lim, 2001).

bounds

expression that includes all the topological informa
tion, and it contains the terms advanced_brep_model
and facetted_brep_model, etc. The objective of this
paper is to translate the term advanced_brep_model,
which is widely used in CAD systems.

Figure 4 shows the overall structure of advanced
brep model in STEP AP203. The basic concept of
extracting geometric features and dimensional infor
mation depends upon whether the data instances in
the physical STEP file correspond to the model
schema. The data extraction process of the advanced
brep model searches for lower entity information
from the top entity according to the recorded pointers.
The detailed processes are as follows: Firstly, the
address pointers of a shell are obtained from the
pointers of the advanced brep model, and the face
information is extracted from the recorded pointers of
the shell. The face is then classified into a plane and a
spline surface according to the shape of the face. If
the face is a plane, the boundaries of the face are
given by poly lines composed of 3D curves or lines.
The poly lines are represented as equations of 2D
parametric curves on the u-v plane. If the face is a
spline surface, boundaries are given by spline curves
composed of both 3D spline curves and 2D para
metric curves on the u-v plane. Hence, all the boun
dary information of the face is obtained from the
spline surfaces and the parametric curves. Secondly,
the 3D coordinate values are derived from lattices
obtained from the boundaries of the splines and the
2D parametric curves. Consequently, the STEP data is
visualized in terms of coordinate values (ISO, 1994;
Owen, 1997).

advanced face

outer_____.~1' _

Closed shell

-----leb-~-;-

'1'.- -

Fig. 4. Structure of the advanced brep model.
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An efficient data structure is essential for the design
of the dimensional verification through the analysis of
STEP data composed of various entities. In this paper,
a CAD entity is connected with the binary tree struc-

{
I ti:O; U < ti+1

Nil(u) = ,
, 0 otherwise

Ni,k(U) (u-t,)Ni,k_l(U) + (ti+k -u)Ni+l.k_I(u)

tj +k _1 - ti tj+ k - /;+1

5. Classification of STEP data for dimensional
verification

The analyzed STEP data must be classified into
entities which are applied to the dimensional exami
nation. In the STEP data, geometric entities applied to
the dimensional verification are boundary data, which
are composed of geometric elements, such as points,
lines, circles and curves. For the dimensional exami
nation, edge information must include either equa
tions of the geometric elements or the essential para
meters from which the equations are derived.

The point element includes the position information,
and the line element includes the position information
of both the start and end points. The position
information is then applied to the line verification.
The circle and arc elements, which are composed of
conic curves are visualized through the parametric
equations as

struct Group {
CString Name;
Solid *gsolid;
Group *prevg;
Group *nextg;

/* Name ofgroup */
/* Pointer to list ofsolid */
/* Pointer to previous Group */
/* Pointer to next Group */

where ( xc, Yc) and R are the central point and the
radius of the conic element, respectively. Those
parameters are extracted from the STEP data. The
points on the conic element are calculated from the
parametric equation in relation to a constant incre
ment of !::..B from O. When the central point and the
radius of the conic element are used, the circle and arc
examination is accomplished.

The spline curve information extracted from the
STEP data is applied to the visualization of a curve
element. As shown in Eq. (2), the proposed system
visualizes the curve element by using a NURBS(non
uniform rational B-spline) equation. The length of the
curve element is calculated as the summation of the
length between two points on the curve element. The
points on the curve are selected as the nearest point to
the cursor (Chung and Song, 2004).

x=RcosB+xc

Y = RsinB+ Yc
(I)

struct Solid {
CString Name;
Group *sgroup;
Face *sface;
Solid *prevs;
Solid *nexts;

struct Face]
CString Name;
Solid *fsolid;
Loop *floop;
Face *prevf;
Face *nextf;

struct Loop {
Face *Iface;
Edge *ledge;
Loop *prevl;
Loop "nextl;

/* Name of solid */
/* Back pointer to group */
/* Pointer to list offace */
/* Pointer to previous solid */
/* Pointer to next solid */

/* Name offace */
/* Back pointer to solid */
/* Pointer to list ofloop */
/* Pointer to previous face */
/* Pointer to next face */

/* Back pointer to face */
/* Pointer to list of edge */

/* Pointer to previous loop */
/* Pointer to next loop */

P(u)

"
'LhiP;Ni,Ju)
i=O

'I hiNi.k(u)
j=O

O:O;u:O;n-k+2 (2)

stmct Edge{
Type Edgetype
Loop *eloop;
Edge *preve;
Edge *nexte;

/* Type of edge */
/* Back pointer to loop */
/* Pointer to previous edge */
/* Pointer to next edge */

where
k : order of the NURBS curve
n : number of control points minus I
P; : control points ofNURBS curve
hi : weight ofcontrol points

Fig. 5. Examples of STEP translation data for the dimen
sional verification.
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ure through the use of a self-reference structural
pointer and the topological information of the STEP
data. The tree structure with the self-reference struc
ural pointer is effective and fast for modification,
insertion, and deletion of geometric data. In addition,
besides enabling the data to be searched efficiently
and quickly, the structure is extended to huge design
works through the dynamic memory allocation.

In the binary tree structure, the terms *prev and
*next are pointers representing topological relations
of the tree structure. The proposed system facilitates
the search for information and is extensible through
the storing of additional data at the *next pointer.
Figure 5 shows example entities of the dimensional
verification.

6. Method of dimensional verification and
markup modules

When the point selected on the 2D monitor
coordinates matches the corresponding point of the
3D data obtained from an object selection method of
OpenGL, an entity selection for the dimensional
examination is accomplished. The object selection
method of OpenGL is conducted through the selec
tion of a small region specified by the cursor. In the
small region, the specified object near the cursor is
selected as an object.

The line length is the distance between a start point
and an end point of the line. The distance between
two points is calculated by computing the difference
of the two points selected by cursors. The distance
between two lines is computed from the minimum
distance between the two lines selected by the cursors.
The circle radius is extracted from the selected data of
a circle. The angle and the radius of curvature of three
points are calculated by using the point coordinates
selected by cursors on an object. The distance
between two circles is extracted from the difference
between the centers ofthe two circles.

Using the markup function, someone on the
Internet is able to upload review messages about
verification results. Anyone who wishes to review the
messages of others about the verification results
confirms the markups through simple mouse clicks.
Figure 6 shows the available markup functions. Using
them, designers, manufacturers and clients are able to
collaborate on the design and manufacturing in the
distributed environment. They are not only able to
share their opinions on the product design, but also

able to verify the dimensions and geometries of the
product. For improved the sharing capability among
collaborators, the XML file type is incorporated into
the proposed system. In addition, separators are
applied to distinguish markup messages from the
dimensional verification results. The new dimensional
examination results or markup messages are then
included in the markup file and followed by a
separator. For numerous consultations with clients, a
hyperlink function is also used in the markup function.
Hence, the markup file is easily expanded by the use
of the separators and hyperlinks (Chung and Song,
2005).

7. Storing dimensional verification and
markup results

The dimensional verification and markup functions
enable distributed clients to collaborate each other by
expressing and sharing their opinions on the
visualized geometric features. As shown in Fig. 7,
clients are able to select the markup type such as a
line, arrow, rectangle and so on. They leave markups
on a visualized feature and express their thoughts in
writings. In addition, a viewport of a client, which is
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Fig. 6. Architecture of the dimensional verification and mark
up functions.
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represented by a viewing scale, viewing center and
rotational vector mathematically, is stored together
with dimensional verification and markup results
through the user viewport function. Other clients are
not only able to understand another client's opinion,
but are also able to look at the viewport when they
select the user viewport name registered on the
administrative tree-view. The selected viewport
screen shows the markup and dimensional verifi
cation results from the previous verifiers. Using the
markup function, collaborations between designers,
manufacturers and buyers are available on the
Internet.

.!!Iotol,..., _

Fig. 7. Graphic user interface for design and dimensional
verification module.

<Pxrn! version>"1.0" encoding=lIUTF-8" ?>

<Dimension_Markup>

<BaseDocumenttopNode=1tDrawing">"c:\stepdata\door.stp"

<UserViewPort_Name>ihsong</UserViewPort_Name>

<Viewing_Range> l06.736<Mewing_Range>

<OriginCen>

<Vector x="1.776" y="1.065" 2"""14.689"!> </OriginCen>

<ViewingCen>

<Rotate ViewZoorrr-" 153.949" ViewCenterX=" 104.914"

ViewCenterY=" 148.414"> <Rotate>

<Measuring_Result>

<Measuring Function _Argrnent>3<!MeasurinLFunction_Argment>

<Style styles="Color:255,255,255; Show: 1"><!Style>

<UserView_Name>3<!UserView_Name>

<Point_to]oint_Dist unit="mm">651.539<IPoint_to]oint_Dist>

<Point3d x="840.l45" y="745.807" 2"""472.750"!>

<Point3d x="1491.096" y="753.071" 2"""494.773"!>

<!Measuring_Result>

<!Dimension_Markup>

Fig. 8. XML document of markup result for dimensional
verification.

In order to share information over the Internet, a
standard data format that supports information
exchange is required. XML is a simple and flexible
text format used to exchange data on the Web. Figure
8 shows an XML example of the dimensional exa
mination and markup results. Stored data in the XML
file are STEP file name, user defined viewport
information, dimensional verification results, markup
results, etc. The verification results, composed of the
labeled position coordinates, selected points, resultant
values and user viewport name, have different infor
mation according to verification functions such as
coordinates, line length, point to point distance, etc.
Therefore, the verification results are classified and
saved according to the verification function argument
that identifies verification functions. A label, inclu
ding a result value, is generated when the verification
process is finished. The label position coordinate is a
coordinate value shown on a monitor. The markup
results are classified according to the markup function
argument identifying markup types. Each result con
tains the selection of the point, color, text and user
viewport name.

8. Case studies

Effectiveness of the proposed system is verified
through design examination of a car door. Figure 7
shows a Graphic User Interface (GUI) of the
developed viewing system.0, [JD and [SJof Fig. 7
are the dimensional verification and markup toolbar,
the management treeview, and the graphic set up
toolbar, respectively.

A design and dimension examination procedure is
as follows: After receiving user authentication th
rough the Web-page, collaborators, such as designers,
clients and manufacturers, are able to use the viewing
system. In order to start the system, they input their
names, affiliations and date on the starting window. If
they select the search file mode on the tree view, the
system looks at other collaborators' review files. If
they select a specific file, it is possible to review the
verification results through the execution of ActiveX.

Figure 9 shows the dimensional examination re
sults of a car door. If we select the start point 0 and
the end point [jD after selecting the icon to compute
the length between points, a dimensional verification
result of the door panel is given as the length of
65 I.539 mm as shown in W- Collaborators are able
to confirm the design and manufacturing errors. If a
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collaborator is not satisfied with certain design results,
the collaborator may leave verification messages by
using the markup function.

The radius of curvature of a car door is one of
human factors. By using the curvature measurement
function, a user can verify the design result. After
selecting the icon for curvature measurement, the
radius of curvature is calculated as 91.572 mm
followed by the selection of [£I, Wand [£].

Figure 10 shows the user-defined viewport and
markup managed by a viewport name specified on the
tree structure in 0. If a collaborator selects a
viewport name in the treeview, a particular viewport
with a specific viewing direction and zoom in/out
window appear. Then, a collaborator is able to look
into the dimensional verification results and markup
contents through the viewport as shown in ~ of Fig.
10. Circles and the markup function's arrows shown
in III deliver another verifier's message about the
current design. Since this markup function is able to
be added on the verification file as a hyperlink
function, collaborators may deliver their opinions in
detail and attach related documents and pictures, too.

Fig. 9. Case study: dimensional verification.

Fig. 10. Case study: user viewport and markup.

After reviewing the markup files written in XML
format, the supervisor of the design is able to modify
the current design and upload the' improved design
data on the Internet for further reviews.

9. Conclusions

Design methodology of a Web-based CAD Viewer
with dimensional verification capability through the
STEP translation server is proposed in this paper.
Following conclusions have been obtained:

(1) Using the proposed STEP translation server, it
is possible to examine design and dimension data
constructed by various CAD systems on the Internet.

(2) Using the developed viewing system,
collaborators are able to verify design results and
dimensions without using the expensive commercial
CAD/CAM hardware or software.

(3) As the system is developed to process and
embody the STEP data directly in Active X without
translating it to another file format, various di
mensional verifications (dimensional verification with
points including circles, lines, and curves) are po
ssible on the Web environment.

(4) As the ActiveX-server architecture is applied to
the developed system, installation of the developed
system is conducted automatically through the
Internet. Automatic updating of the ActiveX reduces
the maintenance and upgrade cost of the system on
the distributed environment. It is better than the
conventional client-server architecture.

(5) Design and dimension examinations are con
ducted through the markup module. In order to ex
pand the information sharing capability among col
laborators, the dimensional verification data, markup
data and user defined viewport are stored in XML
formats.

(6) The validity and effectiveness of the developed
system have been verified through case studies.
Various parts of a car are examined to find out
whether geometric shapes and dimensions coincide
with design specifications or human factors.

After developing a native file converter suitable for
the real-time environment, a real-time collaboration
system will be studied for the future work.
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